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A novel method for tracking file based migration and its progress 
Abstract: 
An efficient and 100% accurate method for tracking when file based migration has completed is 
presented.  The method is based on a simple counting mechanism of FileSystem objects as they 
are found, and does not require a walk of the remote FileSystem tree prior to the migration. 
Basic Problem: 
File based migration involves moving FileSystem objects from an unmodified generic NAS server 
to another (presumably newer) file server while also allowing read/write access to clients of the 
new server at while migration is proceeding at the same time. This is typically done when a 
customer purchases a new server to replace older equipment. 
A migration process is setup and initiated on the new file server. Remote mounts to file 
volumes to the old server are created, volumes on the new file server are created and 
associated with these new mounts, and then clients are switched to mount files from the new 
server. Client accesses to data drives on-demand migration of the data used by clients. In order 
to drive a complete file volume migration a migration engine is started, which walks the 
directory tree of a remote file volume starting with its root. For each child object encountered it 
will allocate the basic metadata on destination. For each leaf object the object is then fully 
migrated. For each subdirectory the engine will open the subdirectory and iterate the process. 
In addition to the migration engine any specific access by a client will also initiate a migration of 
the object(s) involved. 
This process needs to be tracked by the migration engine in order to know when it is done. 
There are standard solutions for this problem as described in the next section. These solutions 
suffer from inaccuracies and/or inefficacies. 
Therefore we invented a novel way of automatically; efficiently and accurately tracking when 
migration is done. 
Standard Solution: 
Existing products use one of several “standard” approaches. These and their shortfalls are 
described below. 
Standard Approach 1: 
One standard solution is figure out how many objects are to be migrated. Then keep a count of 
how many objects are migrated. To do so the most straight forward way is to count the objects 
on the source. This may be done either by walking the directory structure on source and 
counting all objects tracking them based on object type. Or it may be done by using statfs or 
statvfs to get the number of used inodes as well as used blocks. Both of these suffer from 
drawbacks: 
 Walking the directory structure is time consuming and inefficient. 
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 Using inodes or blocks does not provide complete and accurate information. In 
particular with regard to nature of objects and will not work in presence of hard links. 
This is not a very efficient solution. 
Standard Approach 2: 
Another approach is to track the migration engine walking the source tree. Migration is done 
when the engine finishes walking the tree. The problems here include multiple migration 
threads or processes. It also does not take into account user or client accesses which result in 
forced on-demand migrations. 
We can subdivide the source tree to prevent overlap by multiple migration engines but that 
does not accurately split the work. We could also accept some overlap but that means 
migration may go for longer than necessary. 
In any event this is not an optimal or simple solution 
Proposed Approach: 
The approach described here uses a new and simple algorithm to overcome the issues with 
standard solutions. This algorithm is both 100% accurate and as efficient as possible since it 
requires no additional information than is already kept for standard migration purposes. 
Details of the New Approach: 
A value of "1" is associated with each object found. The migration engine will maintain a 
counter, called the “migration count”, which tracks the “sum of all found objects” minus the 
“count of objects migrated so far”. When this counter reaches zero migration is done. 
When migration is started the root of source Filesystem is the only object encountered, so the 
migration count is 1. Once the root is migrated the migration count is modified to 
migration count = 1 (the original value) + N (number of objects in root whether they are files; 
directories or other) - 1 (to account for the fact root was migrated). 
 If root has no objects in it meaning the source FileSystem is empty then N will be 0. 
Hence migration count will be : 1 - 1 = 0 and migration will be done. 
 If root has some objects then migration count will be N which is the number of objects 
so far encountered. 
Next the migration engine migrates each encountered object. If the objects are all non-
directory then for each of the objects migration count will be modified by "-1" and when all N 
are migrated then migration count will be 0 hence migration will be done. If there are 
subdirectories migration count will be equal to the number of entries found in the subdirectory 
being processed and migration will proceed. 
At some point migration engine will reach the last directory which is not yet migrated. When 
that happens all the objects in that directory will be migrated and migration count will reach 0. 
This process is fully parallel and multiple walks may occur simultaneously. For this to work the 
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migration engine keeps a map of all objects that have been found and their migration state. 
With proper locking we avoid possibility of multiple migrations of the same object. 
This process has been tested and verified in a prototype based on Avatar / Unity. The process 
does not rely on Avatar and has also been tested on a vanilla Linux / Centos distribution. The 
nature of the algorithm is such that it will work on any FileSystem which has a tree structure. 
Novel Properties: 
Benefits: 
 It requires no pre-migration work that would impose startup delays or additional 
resource burdens on the system. 
 This approach introduces very little additional runtime CPU burden on the migration 
process and hence does not have any measurable impact on the migration process. 
 There are no measurable memory or storage requirements added by this approach. 
Drawbacks and their solutions: 
The main drawback is that by not counting the objects prior to migration it is difficult to 
estimate the progress. This problem however is easily solved by doing a single call to the source 
filesystem; reading the superblock information via the FSSTAT call which provides us with both 
the number of used and free blocks and files. Using this information it is possible to estimate 
the progress with minimal overhead of just a single call. 
Status of the Proposed Approach: 
The original approach was designed by Faramarz Rabii in conjunction with input and review 
from Joel. E. Lilienkamp. 
This approach has been designed; implemented; coded; tested and shown to work. 
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